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RED ROSE ACTION WEEKEND - FYLDE SEPTEMBER 1996

Round the clock:
Jerry Jarvis concentrating on

balancing MYR on the Fylde see-
45N k - isaw. Jerry perfected this equipment

and managed to remain balanced for
5 minutes at least!
j Victor Perez (from Spain, centre)
talking with Philip Barry and Andrew
Robinson.

Consecutive numbers! UAO 427
& 426, belonging to Clive Williams
& Philip Barry
7 John Robinson admiring Guy
Pickford's delightfully used 107".
4 Not Fylde at all! Mike Squires Ex
Somerset Fire Brigade vehicle on the
Club stand at the South West Classic
Car Show at Exeter.



VAR) Newslette W5 December 1996

The purpose of the Club is: - to further interest in the maintenance, usage and restoation of Series One Land Rovers.
* to produce information through research and technical help, and to assist in the location of spares and expertise.
" to arrange meetings for members on an occasional basis.
" to issue up to 6 Newsletters ayear.
- t0 promote a limited display of different models at motoring festivals, etc,

Edtor: Andrew Stevens, The Rectory, Kilve, Bridgwater, Somerset, TA5 IDZ 01278- 741501
Letters, photographs and articles welcome. These may be sent on disc in most formats - text 8 graphics separately

Dear Members,

Well, here we are again - Christmas has almost arrived and 50th ANNIVERSARY RALLY
not a card written, let alone sent. I'm positive that this year
it has only been eleven months since Christnas was here I hope that by now you all know we are going to celebrate
before, the 50th Anniversary of the Land-Rover with a huge Club

Rally.
I hope that each one of you will receive what you really

want in your stocking! And that you will be enabled to We have already booked Shugborough Hall, near Stafford,
give the one you love what they really want, and perhaps, for the weekend of June 27-28
need .... 1998. This is only 18 months

away now and so I hope you
I realise I'm getting on dangerous ground here, are all getting your vehicles
but the above was carefully worded, I hope you ready - especially those still

notice. So the one you love most could be under restoration.
inanimate, like, well who knows, even a
Land-Rover - or, indeed, very amminate,
and possibly wielding a frying pan - I

think I'd better stop there.

MAY YOUR CHRISTMAS AND
NEW YEAR BE A TIME OF PEACE,
JOY AND RE-CREATION...

and possibly enough snow to cause no
disruption but sufficient to ensure your Your committee has met on several occasions to plan the
Land-Rover ownership will be properly valued! weekend and can now report that the caterers and BAR are

MATCHBOX LAND-ROVER FIRE TENDER booked, and various other activities, including a gymkhana
are being worked out. In addition to the facilities for

Talking of stockings reminds me that we still have some of families already at Shughorough we hope to have further
the rare Matchbox model - only obtainable from the Club events for children within our rally.
Shop -a stopatk£17posted. We will welcome trade stands - especially those run by
Now just think -you've always hankered after a Fire Tender Club members, and while we have not yet finalised the rates
and could never before justify one. I mean, there's not even (which will be very reasonable) if you are interested in
enough room for the shopping! Order now before it's too taking a stand or know someone who is, please get in touch
121M with Tony Noon and get on the list. (Tony's details are on

page 2)

Cover Photograph: Off Roading as it used to be? A suggestion has been made that we could have some live
Geoff Leather & Peter Galilee at The Red Rose Action entertainment in the marquee on the Saturday evening.
Weekend at Fylde.. Remembering that we will have a very wide age range

See "Caption Competition" Photo: Sue Combridge presenai, please let us know if you have any ideas.

Inside Front Cover: CAPTION COMPETITION
More photographs from the Fylde event. Try to win a Club 'T' or Sweat Shirt. Devise a caption

Inside Rear Cover: Photographs from Malpas yestery- for the Front Cover photograph. Send your idea -
ear Rally, September 1996 Photo: Sue Combridge stating your name and garment size (in case you win!) to

Sue Combridge - address on Page 2. Her thought is:
Rear Cover: Roving on the Quanock Hills.Photo: Detrey Ferdinando and his Land Rovers "301253? Of counte it's genuine!"
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Officers, Committee and Area Representatives

President Stephen Wilks
Chairman & Editor Andrew Stevens,* The Rectory, Kilve, Bridgwater, Somerset, TA5 1DZ. 01278-741501
Vice Chairman Derrey Ferdinando,' 3 Eastbrook Terrace, Trull, Taunton, Somerset, TA3 7JL. 01823-271419
Secretary David Bowyer,* East Foldhay, Zeal Monachorum, Crediton, Devon, EX1 7 6DH. 01363 - 82666

0/LL.tt; U~t 37 (Office hours)
Treasurer David Came,' 59 Windermere Road, atchwayBristol BS12 5PP. 0117- 931 5501
Membership Secretary, 12 Black Lawn, Gillingham, Dorset, SP8 4SD (Letters only -no phone cells)
Show Officer Andrew Cross.* 64 Elmdale Road, Bedminster, Bristol, 6S3 3JE. 0117- 966 9327
Club Shop Graham Powney, 15 Woodcroft Road, St. Annes, Bristol, BS4 40W. 0117 - 977 9841
Registrations Officer Michael Bum, 42 Fernway, Kingswood, Garston, North Watford, Hens, WD2 6HG.
Technical Officer John Smith, "Penbryn, Oak Farm Lane, Ash-cum-Ridley, Fairseat, Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 7JU

80" (South) 01732- 822236
Technical Officer Peter Galilee, 96 Glen Lee Lane, Keighley, West Yorkshire, BD21 SOY 01535 - 605310

W0" (North)
Technical Officer 86" Peter Hughes, 332 Priory Road, Shirley, Solihull, West Midlands.B90 160 0121 4304712
(includes 86/88/107/109")

ADVERTISEMENTS for LEGEND - send to STEPHEN KERSS, 39 SYDNEY BUILDINGS, BATH, AVON BA2 6DB.

Area Representatives
Jamie Fairchild, 67a Gloucester Road, RudgewayBrlstol, BS12 2SG. 01454 -417831
Tony Noon, Forder Cottage, Forder, Shewte Cross,Bovey Tracey, Devon TOI3 9N0 01626- 834620
Andrew Cameron,* Unit 2, BT Workshops, Parkhouse Rd, Minehead, Somerset, TA24 BAB. 01643 - 707770

(Office hours)
Chris Steam, Endrick Cottage, Main Street, Fintry, Glasgow, G63 OXF. 01360 - 860220
Sue Combridge, Snowdrop Cottage, Clarke Lane,Kerridge, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 SAJ. 01625- 573875
John Robinson, 112 Hillylaid Road, Little ThomtonCleveleys, Lancashire, FY5 4ED. 01253 - 826016
Chris Whitcombe, 40 Acre Cottages, Buckwell,Welington, Somerset, TA21 STA. 01823 - 667908
Gavin Howell, 125 Hightown Road, Ringwood,Hampshire, BH24 1NL. 01425 -474315
Richard Ravenscroft, Wheatfields, Reepham Road,Foulsham Dereham, Norfolk, NR20 5SL 01362- 684291

* Director of the Company

The Technical Officers are very happy to answer technical questions as far as they can. It helps if as much detail as
possible can be given, especially Part Numbers and page numbers of Land Rover manuals... and would members
please enclose a S.A.E. if they require a written reply.

AS COMMITFEE MEMBERS TEND TO RECEIVE A QUANTITY OF PHONE CALLS, THEY WOULD BE MOST
GRATEFUL IF CLUB MEMBERS WOULD MAKE THEIR CALLS BEFORE 9.3apm IF POSSIBLE. THANK YOU.

BEFORE USING GREEN ROADS ALWAYS CHECK WITH YOUR LOCAL AUTHORITY
IF IN ANY DOUBT ABOUT CURRENT RIGHTS OF WAY.

This Newsletter is COPYRIGHT O of the Land Rover Series One Club Ltd., and apart from free use by other ARC Clubs,
may not be reproduced in whole or part without prior permission..

We gratefully acknowledge permission of Land Rover Ltd., to reproduce material for which they hold copyright.

Company Name: LAND ROVER SERIES ONE CLUB LIMITED Company Number. 02675892
Registered Office: 18 Fore Street, Williton, Taunton, Somerset TA4 40D
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Talyllyn Railway Series One Rally THE STORY OF THE MAGIC FLUTE

The 1996 Talyllyn Railway Land Rover Rally was held at When afficiandos of the Series One Land-Rover gather in
Tywyn, on the shares of Cardigan Bay, over the August any numbers, it will not be too long before somebody
Bank Holiday weekend. The event repeated the success of makes a crack about the faithful old redrculatary heater,
previous years, attracting 23 Series Ones out of a total of 33 which is for many the sole means of heating and demisting
Land Rovers entered, their pride and joy (Ed. Technical name = Fug-Stirrer)

The Saturday run over nearby hills overlooking Barmouth In suppose that in the early 50's. the Smiths round heater
rewarded the participants with fine views of the Mawddach was a standard issue for many vehicles as the design and
estuary and surrounding countryside as we didn't have the size made it an ideal after-market fitting in days when
rain and low cloud of last year. heaters were an extra on all but the most opulent vehicles.

This, the gentler of two runs, was led by Peter Hughes with I recall that the Series One and Two Land-Rovers of my
his wife navigating. About a dozen Land Rovers, mainly army days in the 60's rarely had heaters and were roundly
Series Ones, covered this route, cursed for that very reason,

The rest of the rally entrants, similarly blessed by the The lack of an efficient heater/demister in a Series One is
weather, took on the tougher climb of the old pilgrim track not going to be a real bind if said vehicle is a second car, or
to the south of Rhydyrnnen. This group was ably led by leisure vehicle, or just used when it is sunny and brass
Keith Meacham in his 1957 109'. All went well until the monkeys are not forming queues outside the local welders.
party were returning along the second section at the route, I am glad to tell you that due to my rather quirky nature,
when, after some discussions as to the best route through a and the fact that range Rover bodies rust like crazy, I seem
boggy patch, we finished up with at least five vehicles stuck to spend most of my winters (and summers) chugging round
in the mud ........... After some interesting recovery work the in good old EKS 518. a 1955 86" hardtop. Now EKS has
rest of the journey was completed without further incident. had more makeovers than Cher, and to me at least, is better

Saturday evenings steam hauled train was well filled, the looking when seen in a certain light -i.e. near darkness.
rain held off, and everyone seemed to enjoy themselves at Meantime, the Range Rover languishes in the workshop,
the barbecue in Dolgoch Woods. bathed in the eerie blue glow of the MIG welder flash as I

The static display on Sunday saw everyone on the field by attempt to patch on enough metal to anchor the rear seat
the appointed time. Meeting up with old friends and a close belts.
scrutiny of the washed Series Ones was followed by rally For roughly half the days in any given month, the Mickey
entrants taking advantage of their free ride on the preserved Mouse alarm clock rouses me sometime about 5A5am.
narrow gauge I ine, courtesy of the railway. It was interest- Early shift, the bane of my existence, but vital to my plan of
ing to see three Brockhouse trailers at the rally this year. making enough of a wage to run a Range Rover, Series
Prizes were awarded as followst One, Series 3 Hi-cap and a Leyland FG camper converted
Best 80": Angelo Rivara. 1949 soft top. from a mobile bank.
Best 86/88": Steve Myers. 1957 soft top, ex Civil Defence 'Barking mad' you might think - but I'm not the only one!

with Brockhouse trailerinwevrytd e G r o e1 tr r Suffice to say that on many mornings EKS and I have to
Best 80" in every day use: Graham Powney, 1953 soft top tackle the 6 mile journey along country lanes to the Police
Best 86/88" in every day use: Charles Bryant, 1956 soft top Station where I am employed.

with Brockhouse trailer For long enough, after I fitted the 2.5 litre diesel to EKS,
Best LWB: Keith Meacham, 1957 truck Cab the slightest hint of moisture or frost in the air meant that
Furthest travelled: Brian Alder. from Hurley, Surrey most of the trip was spent flailing at the screen with a

As in past years, the prize winners received much appre- shammy, Something had to be done before things took on a
diated hand made mugs, crafted by Liz Green in a local rather tragic turn.
pottery especially for
the event.

At the end of the rally -Th LI lAP$Jni& 6.'b"n
people departed, saying n Irl: S"f-J'*MS ahqdA, Ehs *uf-mae
they'd like to come r t 'ewj K t jttbeSeu;i,j f5%roae(
back again, so I will be At4 hiiuid% LinM govtr,
organising another one
over the August Bank
Holiday, 1997. so put it
in your diaries.

Thanks to everyone
who came and sup-
ported this event. * f O

Mike Green, . /

Rally Organiser.
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I did not want to butcher the Land-Rover by making extra and has never moved. (Ed. Clearly a worng boch'!)
space for elaborate heater equipment, and I could not solve Having replaced the instrument panel, the installation
the problem by hurling cash at it like a Tory election looked a bit odd, but no worse than some of Land Rover's
candidate. own creations in the past. The general effect is to lead,

rather than blast, hot air to the screen, allowing the overallIt had to be cheap. It had to be easy. It had to be simple. thermal effect to ensure that it arrives at the base of the
Mission Impossible? screen. The Smiths heater just does not have enough puff to
In times of intellectual trauma I can often find great solace do otherwise. (Ed. I wonder what would happen if a small
by wandering round the aisles of my local B&Q where the 12v fan was included in the ducting - to give greater
massed displays of hardware can sometimes he inspirational pressure?)
(1 kid you not!). It was during such a period of pondering Those of you with the stamina and still reading might be
that my gaze fell on racks of plastic piping and fittings. All wondering about the second outlet on top of the heater.
sizes and shapes.

Well, for a few minutes that was the case with me, until IWithin a few minutes I emerged from the checkout bearing remembered that the place where hot air was really needed,
several lengths of 32mm piping in a fetching shade of grey but never arrived, was the driver's footwell, A 90' angle
along with a selection of junctions and spouts. The journey junction, suitably carved with a craft knife soon had somehome was long enough to figure out a rough plo of what Jntosial avdwt rf nf onhdsmcould go where, heat moved across the cabin, and a 450 angle spout directedit at my rather large feet. Result: happiness.
Preparation consisted in hauling off the Land-Rover type For best results keep the barn doors of the Smiths heater
demister vents, along with some rather moth-eaten flexible shut - enough heat will leak out to stave off hypothermia for
ducting. which was at the marginal stage in terms of muse.
When wrapped in insulating tape it looked as good as new. passengers.
By a rare coincidence the flexible duct fits neatly within the Strangely enough, it actually works. Fitting a hotter
32mm plastic pipe, so things began to look promising, thermostat and a radiator muff (Ed. You can get the latter
With a little fiddling around I cut the plastic pie sfrom John Craddocks) improves the warm air supply nowhen fitted with a swept " junction it was more or less the end, but this should not be attempted unless an accuratewidhn fte windaseen. ound it was boreles tohe water temperature gauge can tell you if the sauna experi-width of EKS windscreen. I found it was best to have ene is imminent. (Ed. Fitting a Kenlowe thermostatically
unequal lengths of piping so that the down pipe of the eT'
junction is handily above the driver's side hole where the controlled fan is even better.)
flexible duct emerges. It was then a simple matter to drill If you can get the engine to warm up quickly, you will have
the piping with 4mm holes along its length at 40mm demisting along the entire width of the screen within a
intervals, couple of miles of any trip. I usually have to clear the

At this point a snag reared its ugly bead when I found that screen before setting off, but the magic flute will thereafter
when gleefully hurling fittings into the B&Q trolley, I keep it clear under most circumstances.
forgot to look for ends for the 32mm pipe, A frantic house I should add that of you add two wet panting lurcher dogs to
search then followed, until 'BINGO' I discovered that the the equation, little short of nuclear fission will overcome the
standard 35mm film tub fits so neatly into the pipe, it could misting scourge.
have been made for the job. Just cut the bottom 10mm off
the tub and stuff it in. But what's this Magic Mute nonsense? Well, under some

circumstances the warm air causes a harmonic tone to occur
Using the nice black shiny ducting I led what I hoped would in the perforated demister pipes. I've not tried to knock out
be warm air from one of the siamesed ports on the cowl of a tune yet, but maybe some of the more musical might
the Smiths heater, through the instrument panel housing and manage iL
up to the '"T' junction, securing the piping to the wiper
motors with plastic ties so no drilling was needed. This Use plastic piping as copper is costly and loses heat quickly.
might seem to be a botch, but its been there for two years You'll find it easy to work out the measurements for

yourself as its so im-

From the number of
copies I've seen of late.
it should work for
anyone else.

If you're stuck, call me
-" ,on 01750 - 21497, and

,, ,start your call with an
f, assurance you're not

touting for double glaz-
• " i Iing or fitted kitchens. as

I can be a tad short with

that sector of the
community.

Jim Bradley.
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Hello Fellow Enthusiasts. LETTER FROM SPAIN
I am interested in locating some proper tires for my 1952
SI. The original Dunlop Trakgrips I presume are no longer Dear Friends:
available (they look like they were marvellous tires in their Thank you for your letter and your newsletter which I just
day) which leaves me with the dilemma of what to put on. received.

Proper 6.00x16 or even 6.50x16 tires except those nasty ex- I'll be very grateful if you keep sending me magazines.
military things aren't readily available here in the States and badges, booklets and any kind of stuff related to the Land
a couple of calls around assured me I needed to look to the Rover environment, and also I would like exchange with
UK. you photographs and other stuff.

Any suggestions of what and where would be appreciated, If you are interested in receiving information from Spain,
I am trying to avoid oversized tires so as to minimize stress i.e.about the Santana models that Spain produced for some
on the steering box and my shoulders. decades, please do not hestitate to contact me.

Next question. are the lights sold as Butlers
replacement type commonly found on Export
Land Rovers?

I am aware of the "D" style in the UK but I have
yet to see a SI Rover in this country which has
the original lights. Mine is a LHD 26133032 hard
top and came to me without lights although
judging from the number of drill holes it has had
several kinds in the past.

Also were Export 5Is fitted with sealed beam
lamps up front? Mine has them now. but I do
have a set of original Rover Headlamps. (Yes I
know two candles work as well).

Now about brakes or the lack of them? We have
discovered how to adjust them, and have bled the
system and still have a low pedal.

Perhaps the master cylinder (not very old, but also With kind regards
unknown) is not giving its all, Seems I read about fitting a Guillermo Culebras Femindez-Gallardo. C/isla Redonda, 9
later type with a small amount of work. 28400 Madrid, ESPANA

I am tackling the wiring of the relic next and the brakelight / am sending you a photo of the *family" and other typical
switch looks suspect. The later ones have the hydraulic spanish Santana 88" Series III of 1981 model)
switch, and I am interested in safety first so I can drive the
Rover to events instead of always trailer-ing. CLUB INSURANCE SCHEME

The next issue of 'Legend' will have details of a scheme set
Last at the moment is a recently discovered habit of jump- up in conjunction with Bain Hogg, which will be of particu-
ing out of 4x4 low box into neutral. Any hints where to tar benefit to members. They are also adding a Budget
look? Classics Scheme and a Breakdown Service to their range

of different covers provided.
Thanks to club members Peter Galilee, Graham Powney

and Alan Drabble
for all their help,
advice and cone-
spondence. which is
why we belong to Course there
the club in the first env rnwontit
place. ise a t

Please feet free to
contact me at the
address below:

Tom Bache
PO Box 43
Avond ale.

PA 19311-0043
USA a;r!
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SHERLOCK FERRET WRITES Situating the operator in the position shown enabled the
Land-Rover Brockhouse Trailer current production parking brake to give full braking

when in motion.
The all-steel Brockhouse Trailer was produced between Clearly the Rover Company could not allow such inno-
1949 and 1965. though a few might have been made in vation to destroy their ugly ducking from laying its
1948. golden eggs. Remember that 80% of Land-Rover produc-

Early versions had no handles. Presumably owners used to tion went abroad, much to what is now termed the Third
soil their clothes on greasy towballs when bitching up. World, so in a conspiracy in conjunction with the oil

companies this startling invention was killed off.
Thus Brockhouse designed lifting handles so that hitching They did this by invoking new regulations about seat-
up could take place without getting dirty. The first version belts, the provision of which would have rendered the
had short handles, but these were discontinued as the operator incapable."
operator had to stoop too much. The final design had much
bigger handles as illustrated. Q Messrs Craptiger & Singh Esq. Peripatetic Consultantsto Royalty. Beirut, Paris & Carpenters Rd, London E15.
However. this 'improvement' necessitated the removal of

the floor, vastly reducing the usefulness of the trailer. (Ed, WANTED - WELL BASED WHEEL
but. no doubt. brilliandlv solving corrosion problems at astroke!) Even the Army, usually keen to order unsuitable must be dated 1152 to replace the one thrown out of NVU

s E490 to make room for something very large and heavy
equipment, stopped buying. Following this the trailer soon p bright orange and leaking light machine oil.
went out of production.

It is clear that the commercial failure of the Brockhouse This happened when she was stolen from the doubly locked
Land-Rover Trailer was not due to rust, as is commonly garage with padlocked field gates during the night of 18th
believed, but to a simple design flaw. October. She was abandoned with damage only to her

original canvas tilt, thank God nothing worse. My Series
Early versions, sometimes referred to as the *pre-floorless' III in the same garage had its steering column smashed but
are now regarded as collectors items, would not start for the thieves,

© Sherlock Ferret, Spurious History Society Monograph I am now warning you all to look to the security of your
No 128. precious Land Rovers. The thieves had jemmys to break

large padlocks and had a bunch of keys to get
into and drive away old Land Rovers I would
not like anyone else to have the awful shock of
finding an empty garage and ensuing hassle with
the insurance companies.
PLEASE look at all your surplus wheels, scratch
off the paint, there must be one out there with
NVU's date, it won't be the original with its
Trakgrip, but at least she will be complete again.
Thanks, Sue Combridge, address and phone
number on Committee page.

FBHVC NEWS
The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs
issued the following item on 5th November.
"'As a result of a press release issued on 4
November. subscriber organisations may see
items in the motor and national press referring to
a threat from Europe to impose legislation which
would effectively ban the use of old vehicles on
the roads.

Ed. Quite frankly te above report nearly got axed. This is. This stems from a proposed amendment to the draft Road-
after all. a serious Journal. However, the editorial team, worthiness testing Directive which could indeed have thLs
fortified by a stiff malt whiskey, called in their own con- effect if it was allowed to go through.
sultants. and their conflicting analysis is printed below: Please be aware that the Federation has the matter under
"We are afraid that Sherlock Ferret has got it all wrong. close scrutiny, the Brussels based Transport Consultant has
What the photograph really shows is the Club Technical obtained confirmation that the EU Commission opposes.
Officer (Northern 80") demonstrating the Brockhouse and will continue to oppose, this amendment.
Co's breakthrough - The Land-Roverless Trailer. In the face of such opposition, the only way the amendment
It is wicked of Sherlock Ferret to imply that the whole could be adopted would be by an unanimous vote in the
floor was removed thus rendering useless the whole Council. This is considered inconceivable,
concept of wheeled transport - at least 3/ floor was
always provided on request. We are now confident the situation will resolve sanisfat-

torily.
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C ON!INGJ EVENbTS

(Names below without addresses are of committee members whose details are found on page 2 of this Newsletter)

PLASETRY TO BOOK EARLY IR ANY EVENT YOU WMH TOATTND - THE LIU W THE ORCANMR S

November 23-24 NATIONAL CLASSIC MOTOR SHOW, NEC Birmingham. Club Stand. Display vehicles & help on stand
needed. Offers to Andrew Cross

EVENTS 1997
February 1-2 BRISTOL CLASSIC CAR SHOW - to be held this year at the Royal Bath and West Showground, Shepton

Mallet. Club Stand. Display vehicles and help required. Contact Andrew Cross.

May 24-26 A.R.C. INTERNATIONAL RALLY Hosted by North Wales Land Rover Club. Located at Horseshoe Pass.
Llangollen. Booking Form enclosed with Newsletter 83. Further forms available - sae to Andrew Cross.

June 21-22 A.R.C. ALL ROVER WEEKEND at the Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon, Warwickshire. More details later.

July 19-20 MASHAM STEAM RALLY. Special welcome to Land-Rovers of all ages. Parade on Saturday afternoon.
For more details contact Simon Parkin, 10 Westholme Road. Masham. RIPON. N.Yorks HG4 4EX (01765 -
689280)

November 1-2 NORTHERN CLASSIC CAR SHOW, G-Mex, Manchester. Display vehicles required. Contact John
Robinson

EVENTS 1998
June 27-28 SERIES ONE CLUB 50th ANNIVERSARY RALLY. Major Club Event at SHUGBOROUGH HALL,

near Stafford. Now only than 18 months to go! Be part of the greatest ever gathering of Series Ones. Put
the date in your diary NOW! See also report on plans for this event elsewhere in this Legend.

Don t be shy - we want to see more vehicles of all sars and conditions for display!! Ifyou are going to any event as an
individual entry, contact your LocalArea Rep for some Membership Forms -do your bit for the Club!

If you are interested in exhibiting your Series One or helping man the Club Stand at any of the above events, contact the person
named - if possible enclosing an SAE. Please book In for any event as far ahead as possible to give the organisers time to sort
things out and to prevent disappointment If you have booked and have to cancel please let the organiser know and RETURN
YOUR PASS - even at the last minute there may be someone able to take your place. At a couple of events last year there were
cases of passes being abused and used to get modern vehicles onto the site. Our members were not involved and we want to keep
our good name with the show organisers.

MALVERN MOTORING EVENT This is a well produced and well researched, large format
After 1995 when I had to cancel our stand at this event due hardback book of 137 pages and containing very many
to lack of support I am pleased to report that this time we period black and white photographs, including some of
were able to display three vehicles on the Saturday and nine Series Ones.
on the Sunday with 80", W6, 98" and 109" represented -vehicles which ranged from concours to modified. The book is a record of the emergency fire appliances, other

vehicles and equipment which were used for civil defence
After a poor start the weather was fair if cool and visitors purposes in the 1950's and 1960's.
were able to view the many club stands, the individual
entries as well as the large autojumble. I trust we will The amount of de in the book is fairly staggering, but of
return to Malvern in 1997. particular interest is the listing, along with all the other

relevant registrations, of the RGC and SXF registrations

Andrew Cross allocated to the vehicles covered by the book.

THE GREEN MACHINE RGC registrations commence at 504 and go through to 947,
covering seven pages, while SXF registratoons commence

"Vehicles of the Auxiliary Fire Service and Mobile Fire at I and go through to 932, covering sixteen pages.
Columns (Together with details of Police Mobile Column
and Civil Defence Vehicles)" Of interest also is the fact that there were a considerable

Written by Barry Holliss and John Thompson. Distributed number of Land Rve wit the registration NYR.

by Athena Books. 34 Imperial Crescent, Doncaster DN2 As an ROC owner myself I can highly recommend this
5BU and costing £19.00. book. Philip Barry.
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NORTHERN CLASSIC CAR SHOW a further 2 years to restore it, and there's still an engine
rebuild to do. These 4 (plus my wife Anhea's SXF870)

The 15th Northern Classic Car Show was held at the G-Mex were all fine examples of working Series Is, still in daily
Cantre inmanchester in late October. Our Club stand was
one among about 50 others surrounded by trade stands.
Unfortunately the autojumble, though covering a fair area, But the star of the show wasn't even entered!
was disappointing. Land-Rover section organiser Simon Parkin watched dry-

We were again situated near the US Army Vehicle Club who stone-wailer Peter Denton from Blubberhouses tow his
displayed a half track as well as a jeep which could be caravan onto the Rally site with a battered open 80"
compared with the two 80' Land-Rovers we had on display. (USV287) that was down to the bare Birmabright on nearly

Rob Owens brought along his 1952 80" and we also every panel.

displayed Howard Blakeley's 1949 80" which was awarded Nothing was quite the shape it was supposed to be, but it
a Highly Commended Rosette. was still undoubtedly a hard-working original, still earning

its corn after 45 years. Simon told Peter that it just had toAt times the show was not as busy as we would have liked, appear in the parade, and parade it did. No trophy, but a
but we were still able to attract a fair amount of interest - great big A for Effort!
and it's not true that visitors were only coming nearour
stand because of the devil on the Imp stand across the GRAEME ALDOUS.
gangway in her red costume! Now that the Land-Rover section is firmly established at the

Masham Steam Rally. the organisers are anxious to keep itThanks to Rob and Howard (sorry you had to wash down going, but would like some variety. If you have an interest-
your Land-Rovers after a wet journey to the show - at least ing Solihull vehicle of any age, and can make it to Masham
you drove them there!!), also to Sue and Mike Cambridge in Norh Yorkshire on Saturday July 19th next year Simon
for helping man the stand and to John Robinson for organis- Parkin would be delighted to hear from you on 01765
ing it and helping through the whole weekend. A.C. 689280. Entry for one vehicle and two passengers is free.

MASHAM STEAM RALLY
Are Series I owners the most dedicated, or do our , -
vehicles just refuse to lie down? Of the 22 Solihull i --
creations at this year's Masham Steam Rally, 9 were
pre-1958 - and the rest included a Camel Trophy
Defender 110. a Foers Ibex. a Range Rover-based
off-road racer, and a trio of latest products from
Ripon Land Rover.

Although the 'Best Working Land-Rover' trophy
went to a Series 2A this year (deservedly so - Brian
May's farm workhorse from 1967 had been leading ________

hay bales near Harrogate all week, and sounded
sweet as a nut despite around 300.000 on the clock -
all Brian had done to prepare it for the Rally was to
give it a wash!), it was the Series Is that were demon-Travelling Abroad?
strating Land-Rover longevity, T a im ll n b o d
Bobby Bain's 1951 80" Soft-top (NHB500) regained Save money with A.C.C.E.O.
the 'Best Show Land-Rover' trophy that it won in Up to 30% discount off ferry crossings with A.CC.E.0. Travel services
94. but lost to the AA's MYR U0 Hard-top in 1995
Patrolman Heath Smith was driving this year. leaving Profit from your Cl 'ts rnembers-p And Iut's not all!
his wife Louise to parade AEF813A - a lae roofless
88- that was returning to Masham town, where it o&kno tha asouatrClubsa I Taei sura nc, ncfudcg free
once belonged to a shopkeeper Caravar, and Camping E seorpied * Grop booking sewrict awloble;

Organrisations (A C CE 0) you are - Roadside Rescue & RecoveryIn those days it had the number FAY924. which entitled o take advantage of ther discounled membership of
Heath scornfully said -is probably on some young special e booking deals! AutohorneU
lady's Porsche by now" (although he didn't say Sain Seitn:t, 0:8&rnany - Discounted 4'4 Insurance,
'young lady'!). The car was discovered in a pretty Fmerrs:ies ale: t Sea - Specality carAvan Lstrahtel

poor state in York at the end of last year, and Heath
has got it back on the road where (to quote Louise) Plus: Discounted Insurance for boats, motor homes,
"it's in great demand by the horse brigade" in the cars and household insurance too!
Smith family. Why not send for details? For further information contact:
Other hard-working Series Is mostly came to the
Rally from Harrogate (Simon Roberts' GDN511 and
Mark Bickerdike's 17EVN) or Wetherby (David T R A V E L
Brown's YKB994 and Andy Coates* HDC526).

Andy's 57 88" had been standing standing unused on A.C.C.E.O. Travel and Insurance Services
a neighbour's front drive for 2 years when he Freepost, Bewdley, Worcs, DYI 2 2BR
knocked on the door and offered to buy it. It's taken Or telephone 01299 401594 for an Instant quotation.
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lREGISTrElR OFE VEHfIC(2LES
Additions in the period 15th SEPTEMBER 1996 to 17th NOVEMBER 1996

Will Club Members PLEASE check that the information in respect of their vehicles is correct.
In case of errors or omissions ie. incomplete registration dales, engine numbers etc.. please inform

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY, 12 BLACK LAWN, GILLINGHAM, DORSET SP8 4SD.
IN WRITING! SORRY. NO PHONE FOR MEMBERSHIP MATTERS.

CHASSIS BEG 0./ DATE ENGINE COLOUR NNE COHENTS
BRER COUNTRY OSER

R86 R866 PRODUCTION (80in)
L86 B165 PORTUSAL /11/48 GREEN A RIO DIESEL N/TO? N TRAUCK
386 0155 SwISs /14/46 GREEN C ELLIOTT S/TOP
R8664512 113516 GREEN I SUIERFIELO S/TOP T/CKB
118665347 EP55 965467 GREEN K CHITTENDEN S/TOP iS USED IN AFRIEA
R0667 IS 7 0111/49 GREEN A PRICE S/TOP

R061 PRODUCTION (80n)
MiIIS1 LFHU 1 151 GREEN S KELLIAS S/ToP
16114186 151999 13/17/56 6114695 GREEN C BROIN a/TOP

161 PRODUCTION (80in)
16192423 SPM 52 24/93/51 161963" GREEN P MANH SITU
161#3088 501665 1/I15/1 GREEN K PHILLIPS S1T1
16513291 6Nf76F 16193291 BREED P MCESRN CuNS

261 PRODUCTION (lOin)
26181656 RFP335B 22/11/51 MEEN A JONES Ex HAN? I/TOP
26113421 ODEI29 07/02/52 26116157 GHEEN S SAN S/TOP
2611257 60233 28/82/52 26102779 GREEN 8 COTTAGE S/TOP
26114405 0U056 12/13/52 BROWN I SMITH S/TOP

361 PRODUCTION (80)
36131652 SPAIN 36133748 SAID J BOSCH S/TOP

471 PRODUCTION (86in)
4716134 RU179 17/10/53 47101844 BREEN P 319INI T/CB
47101717 Si267 /11/53 GREEN S FRY S/TOP
47102731 339UH 16/16/54 47111754 GREEN F BORE S/TOP
47182473 6LI67 GREEK T EBERSON T/CB

571 PRODUCTION (86in)
5711162 SFX268 11/12/54 GRN/NHITE A H H/TOP
57154257 LOSGIN 31/13/55 5710977 GREEN T HARVE? T/CB
57158194 10428 11189/55 GREEN 0 PRICE S/TOP

1706 PRODUCTION (86in)
17160891 PILL 17/1/55 GREEN H SEYMOUR /TOP S/TOP
17661258 LY0897 / /55 RED/KITE R SEDONICK T/CAN 08 ENGINE
17653512 K08548 2?/12156 GREEN A KITCHEN SITOP

1116 1117 1118 PRODUCTION (88in)
111761721 XY398 17/12/56 111705280 BLACK P CHARTERS TAR
111701894 LR1421A / /659 GREEK C BROWNE Ex BRHY S/TOP
111763326 K3141 28/15/57 GREEN I FOWLIE H/TOP
11181734 GECB24 / 157 SLUE N BIRCALL H/TOP
111881898 34FU 06/17/63 GREEN D CORNALLIS S/TOP
11661143 YY8581 1946/57 11670161 GREEN N COURTNEY DIESEL /TOP

How to relax on holiday.
Seen at the LRO Show at
Billing.

Now if I had a hammock I
could do that on holiday if
I had two Land Rovers!

Photo: D Ferdinando
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EMERGENCY LIGHTS WITH SERIES ONE WIRING
Phl Perry writes: swapped the Land Rover single fuse box for an early Mini

Like many others I have been slowly rebuilding my Series twin fuse box and separated the ignition and live circuits).
1, hopefully to be on the road by the 50th Anniversary. The emergency switch is also a little different in that it has

Whilst scanning back numbers of the Legend for tips and two input terminals and two output which act as separate
spares I came across an article on fitting indicators and it circuits. However as there is a single power source the
struck me that I have encountered lots of small problems input terminals must be joined together.
which ar either not covered in the manuals when they It is essential though to maintain individual outputs, one to
might have been or arise because of the modifications dhat connect to the offside indicator lamps and the other to the
halfsmake. nearside. Having a single output split to both sides will not

I believe Land Rover owners fall into two camps - those work as all the lights will operate when the indicator switch
who feel an overwhelming desire to revert to die original is closed either left or right!
specifications and those who like them just as they are with On overhauling the brakes I discovered the hole in the brake
perhaps a little modification here and an extra bit there and switch support that the ped return spring was atached to
an upgrade or two etc e had almost worn through.
I have an 88" 1956 Series I which, ike many others, is My finst solution was to drill a fies hole but the drill bit
undergoing a eong and sometimes intensive reid D, ing was too blunt so instead I fixed a bracket to the bolt holding
the latest phase of activity I have totally rewired, starting the brake switch and connected the spring to that. This did
with a replacement full loom and adding extras which were alter the spring length a little but not significantly so
fitted, such as the indicator circuit and then some enhance-ments, although the brake switch operating spring had to be

repositioned in the lever arm quadrant.

One of these is the fitting of four way flashers for which, of
course, no wiring diagram exists in the manual. Fortunately
I was starting from scratch rather than inheriting someone
else's spaghetti junction and so was able to set up the
indicator system as a complete unit. '-

0

,IWQ Ed: What Phil doesn't expect is to find the picture of

my* ow -his Land-Rover reproduced here. He sent his article
I as a Microsoft Word text file, the diagram as a Post-
- Script version of a CorelDraw 4 file and the

photograph as ZZSoft PCX file produced in Corel
-C - Photo-Paint - and here they ae, courtesy of a nifty

mme ' e t-i piece of British programming!!!
o I KNOW I'm prejudiced, but it is so USEFUL to be

sMAO LArf- able to access all these different files using the hum-
ble Acorn A5000 (just as your children may well be
using in Primary School) using Artworks reading the
CorelDraw file, ImageFS reading the PCX file and

__. _ _ Impression Publisher reading the rest. Now, if I had
U f) the latest Acorn with the StrongArrn chip which has

apparently been running four times faster than the
fastest Pentium . so just don't knock it!

Choosing to use a column mounted stick for the indicator
switch I chose a dash operated lever switch for the emer-
gency switch as this was nie in keeping with the original
dash panel than a modem illuminating push button. This is
mounted on a plate to the right of the dash panel centrally
between two warning lamps, green for the indicators and
red for the emergency.

The system uses two flasher units, the emergency circuit
unit being a heavy duty type. These ae mounted directly
behind the panel to keep the wiring simple and tidy. The
schematic diagram shows the wiring circuits.

In operation the indicator circuit is fed from the ignition
fuse and will only operate when the ignition is on whereas
the emergency circuit is wired to a permanently live
terminal also protected by a fuse. (OK I admit it, I've
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FOR SALIE
ADVERTISEMENTS ARE FREE FOR CLUB MEMBERS.

Write or type the detail ceary and send them to STEPHEN KERSS, 39 SYDNEY BUILDINGS, BATH, AVON BA2 6DB.
Adverts can also be sent to Stephen on disc - IBM PC type in either WORD or WORDPERFECT format

We publish addresses unless asked not to -to cater for members abroad, and to allow you to phone Directory Enquiries should the
number be misquoted or out of order, They're a pain to type in but it is to help you make the sale or purchase you want.

The Land Rover Series One Club Ltd and its officials accepts no responsibility
for the accuracy and authenticity of any details given in the 'For Sale' and 'Wanted' advertisements,

nor does the Club guarantee that any particular advertisement will be placed in a particular Newsletter.

It is a policy of the Club not to encourage in any way the notion that a vehicle registration number may have a financial value
separate from the vehicle itself, and the Club would discourage members from selling the original registration number for gain.

1952 80" This vehicle has been refurbished over the past 2 Clynderwen, Pembrokeshire, Dyfed SA66 7RE. Tel.
years. Body sand blasted and finished in brilliant 2 / FAX Manelochog (01437)532578. Mobile (0831)
pack Bronze Green. New galvanising, electrics. 427599. Haverfordwest Mart, Tuesday 11 - 3pm;
brakes, glass, exhaust etc - too much to list! CarmarthenMad, Wednesday11-3pm.
Bulkhead and chassis Al. Very original with good
history. Ex Army - I still have the original plates.
Fitted with Fairey Oldrive, FW hubs, front capstan
winch, original rear seats (all upholstery recovered), The following is a small selection of items stocked by
extra passenger wiper and Smiths heater. Centre L.R. FASTENERS of Bolton.
PO available. Just MOT'd, serviced and new
exhaust! This is a great chance for you to own one of Tony Arnold: 01204-302589.
the best 'used' vehicle presently on the road. Offers
around £3,000. You will not be disappointed. 07296 brg rear hub semifloat £33.00
Contact Rob Owens 01704 - 877099 (home) 0468 - 07297 hub retaining collar £9.50
194389 (mobile) Souhport area. 236923 hub seal rear axle £2.50

217273 top hose 80/86 gen £5.50
1958 88" 4 x 2, (111801502). built Feb '58, believed ex 217274 btm hose 80/86 gen £6.50

Royal Navy, with some service on Ark Royal. 268037 top hose 88/109 a.50
Stripped for rebuild. 2 litre engine, Hardtop etc.
Some work already done, chassis and bulkhead need 268038 bum hose 88/109 £4.50
work. Offers, or would consider part exchange on 242056 bypass hose 86/88 £6.50
Land-Rover in good order. Reason = no time! Tel 266693 carb rebuild kit 32P81 £22
Dennis Rothwell, Covenuy 01203 - 544282 pump kit for above £13.00

1938 88" Hard top, Recent new springs, propshafts, fuel 268674 points assy fuel pump £7.50
pump, brake cylinders, bulkhead, exhaust system, 2 235935 rear crank oil retainer 55-58 £35.00
litre with alloy head and SU carb ( P4 ?). 264953 decokeset2L5710prefix £33
overdrive.Jump in and drive away. MOT. £1500 . 264365 decoke set 2 L 1706 prefix £36
Stuart Worts. Tel 01792 864325. 37 Glynmeirch Rd. 265653 cork pkg bg seal 55-58 £4.00
Trebanos. Pontardawe. West Glar. SA8 4AP. 269854 cork pkg rear brg cap 80" £4.00

MS4 silcn compound for above £4
New Series One Genuine Parts. Lucas Indicator Switches, 267 = N c o fsrk plug £

Rover Pt No 264370 enables brake & side lights to be
used as indicators. Standard fit on 86" & 88" Station 218576 feanbelt 1.6 -2L £25
Wagons, optional other models (see previous 243296/7 wheel cyl front 86/88 non gen £13.50
Newsletter for info, road legal ind MOT regs on all 243302/3 wheel cyl rear 86/88 non gen £13.50
pre Sept 1965 vehicles), £20. All the above Martin 241688/9 flexihose F-R 86/88 £4.50
Bennetis Castlehurst Farmhouse, Hooe, Battle, E + sealing washers nutspec & sp washers
Sussex TN33 9HL tel 01424-843097, or mobile 43023 UJ propshaft non gen £9
0973-238908. 600603 g box gasket set £4

217575 air hose 80" £10Spare parts for early Land Rovers - service for Series One pedal grommets & felts each £5
owners in South and West Wales. Replacement kit heat shield kits exhaust pipe £14
for 86/88- brake master cylinder £60 mi. VAT and htst ae kitauste
carriag Contact sets - 260073 (8(Y') £350 + VAT bush & thrust washer kit oilite
and postage. 269987 (2 linre, 1955 on) 60p + VAT and comp + brake & clutch lever 86/88 £28
postage; regret all 80" brake hors, cylinders and bi- We also stock a full range of oil: seals and most gaskets
pass oil filters have now been sold. Other common together with all the correct boles, nuts. lockers etc and
user items - plugs, shock absorbers (except 80". rivets with suitable dollies from 48 - 72.
although bushes are still available.) later wheel
cylinders, springs, universal joints (OEM. Hardy All the above plus postage costs only. NEW parts lis please
Spicer. @ £8.20 + VAT and postage) etc. - in stock at send SA.E. including your vehicle details to:
reasonable prices. Postal service at cost. Numerous
parts for other Land-Rover models. including 90/110, L .t Fasteners, 32 Laburnum Park, Bradshaw, Boton,
Discovery and Range-Rover. also available from BL2 3BU. Tel: 01204- 302589. Fax: 01204 - 417219
stock. Peter Claughton, Blaenpant Morfil, Rosebush,
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Brockhouse T'ailer, drop tailboard, 50mm ball hitch, hood 1952 bulkhead for 80" £75, ring Brian for details
sticks & full 110 new canvas. £400. S Jolly 01293-783530. Horley Surrey.
01332-76803. 157 Stenson Rd, Derby DE23 7JJ.

Late 2 litre block including head. rocker cover minus crank
and pistons. Number is 1418 ....... so is from an early WADSW ORTH PANELS
SII in 1958. £75. Sue and Mike Combridge
0161-494-8543, after 8prn please, Manchester area. SERIES I REPLACEMENT BODY PANELS

1950 80" lights behind the grill, aluminium bulkhead, FRONT BUMPERS
clayton heater, used by Land Rover advert (see early Early 80 inch £33.00
years fig 33 lower vehicle) none runner, valued at Later 80 inch (open) £35.00
£800. 88" chassis, all welding done including rear
cross member, dry stored £150. Kieth Meachem Latest 80/86/107 inch (part boxed) £38.00
01922-36707,76 Argyle Rd, Walsall WS4 2EU. 88/109 inch £38.00

Martha - MMW 723 - born 1955 seeks new caring home. BSF fixing bolt & Nyloc nut (4" long) each £1.00
I am a SI SWB with a hard safari top, stainless steel Inner/Outer WING PANELS (Left or Right)
exhaust, I years MOT, newly upholstered front and Early 80 inch Outer Wing Panel £65.00
rear seats, new springs, starter motor, dynamo, Early 80 inch Inner Wing Panel £85.00
reconditioned gearbox. In regular use, present owner 80 inch One Piece Inner + Outer Panel £168.00
has moved and is unable to house me. Dowry only
£1500 or sensible offer Mrs V Wakenman 86/101nch Outer Wing Panel £70.00
01622-681487. Kent, and leave message with a 88/109 inch Outer Wing Panel £75.00
phone number. 86/88/1071109 Inner Wing Front Panel

86" bulkhead, no rust and ready to use, primed but needs (with Sidelight Pressing) £10.00
painting, original part. £350. split screen from same 86/107 Inner Wing Complete £87.00
vehicle in excellent condition, £100. Rad £15, 88/109 Inner Wing Complete £87.00
steering column £30. Richard Caddy 01280-821568. Lower Front DOOR PANELS (Left or Right)
34 St Michaels Way, Steeple Claydon. Bucks MKI8 80" Door Panel less cappings, hinges
2 QD and lock plate mechanism £50.00

Forward Control liB 1970, Perkins 4203 Diesel, long 86/88/107/109 inch Door Skin £17.00
MOT. drop side factory body. in good sound REAR TAILGATES
condition, vehicle completely rebuilt in 1993, any (Lesscappings,fastenersandhinges)
serious offers considered. Sill parts, steering relay
assy. new £20, brake servo unit new £30, track rod Early 80 inch (no rope hooks) £70.00
ends new £5 each, chassis spring bushes £2 each, fuel Later 80 inch (with rope hooks) £78.00
tank £25, near side front wing £25, front bumper £15, 86/88 inch £78.00
complete windscreen £20. pair of early long nose RIVEIPUNCH
diffs approx 1949 £35 each. T J Springall, Victoria 50 off 3/16 inch round head Aluminium
House. Barn St. St Mary Hone. Nr Rochester, Kent
ME3 8RJ. Rivets (forfing cuppings etc) E3.00

Remanufactured parts for sale/swap. Dunlop Trackgrip Formed punch for use with above rivets £.50

Type tyres T128's, early front grills, sloped head 50 off 5mm Rover flat head type Al Rivets
propshaft bolts, engine governor control rods. Lucas (for fixing door seals and door panels) £A.00
C.39 dynamos non vented and some early dates Formed punch for use with above rivets £10.50
available on request. I full set of split rims military 100 off 3/16 inch blind Rivets
type with chain fixings to outer edge. For further (for fixing Cuppings etc) £2.00
infonration please contact Alan Wheelwright on SERIES I ENGINE PARTS
01422249335 evenings or 01484-435243 office ER 1Emps
hours. Water Pumps

New Replacement Water Pump 031.00
Sale/scrap/part ex. 107" truck cab [955 I owner, in clean Full Repair Kit for Water Pump £15.50

but un-restored condition, un-welded chassis, a few
hours electrical work required for MOT. Reg No JCF Carriage and packing can be arranged for all items at
210 valued at £ 1100. working heater, needs bulkhead extra cost. Please telephone or fax for further details.
top section otherwise sound, sell for £825 or swap for
86 or 88" truck cab. V Darling 01223-893520. Ita
Back Rd. Linton. Cambs CB16 6LG. K Wadsworth, Te/Fax 01422 -822200.

Brodkhouse trailer, BJ 8 13026 minus tailgate, lights, floor. I Steele Lane. Barkisland, Halifax, West Yorks.
Some rot, usual places but not the worst I've seen.
Carries M.O.S. repair plate dated 8/56. front grab
handles Civil Defence type make offers. Swap for 5 SAUs on LWB rims £200, I ex Army 3/4 ton trailer £150,
interesting early bits or I may take cash. Tows, no swing away spare wheel carrier £50, RAC 86 Radio
brakes, buyer collects. Peter Galilee 01535-605310. current spec £50. 2 jerry cans £3.50 each, hand held
address see front of Legend. CB offers, various shackles chains and ropes offers.Steve 01788-833643 Rugby.

Series One parts, band quadrant lever for engine governor.Stv018-363Rgy
engine governor rear power take off unit. Pair of door WO" I piece wings. I pair very straight in very good
bottoms, later type. Offers please G Cushen condition £75 pair. 86" 571 series chassis needs some
01732-355226, 110 Hadlow Rd. Tonbridge. Kent N9 welding at front but otherwise sound £75. Tony
IPA. Jenkins, 01283-530215 Burton on-Trent.
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Truck cab hardtop for SI. very original, good condition from station wagon c/w original locks and key, S/W
0. Simon Pugh. 01543-472406. Stables. Hadley rear door complete with hinged cappings for the

End, Yoxall. Burton-on-Treat. Staffs DE13 SPE lower rear body + "pica] top (alpine window type)
Many engine parts available, piston rings and valves for an complete. Many other parts available please enquire.

models, early 2L B/HE bearings, late 2 head gasket Open to offers on any of above parts. R Todd Dean
sets, late 2L piston sets soon available. 2 1/4L at 8401 N.E. 129th Street, Jones, Oklahoma 73049,
pistons, bearings, gaskets etc pctonl or diesel. Soui USA or phone 405-771-5005.
2L diesel bits. Also available, Rover 60 gearbox, 2 1955 107" factory converted camper reg OYS 947.
1/4 S I gearbox. 2.6L 6 cyl block, head etc. all very vehicle bought by first owner then returned to factory
cheap to clear. More for sale, pair front swivels, for some £1500 of mods(receipts to prove this)
hubs, half shafts etc, 4.7:1 diff, 5 off 700x16 rims including an oil cooler. capstan winchservo brake
(LWB or S/wagon. good for fitting radials). Plus lots sysiem, back body and truck cab conversion. prior to
of odtis and ends. Ian Cox 0t935-824973, 42 Queen a trip to East Africa. Current condition is driveableSt. Tntinhull. Yeovil, Somerset BA22 8PQ. but no MOT Price J2200 or p/exch with cash either

way. Contact Sammy McMillan 0155-566-5110.
New Series One Pars See photo + other details on page 16

Series 1 parts. bonnet with spare wheel carrier for 107" vac
Special Offers £20, complete engine 2 L non-running with good

head gasket sets early 2L carb, head etc £35, back body for 88" badly damaged
but repairable £40 ono, hood sticks with poor canvasdoor seal bottom 8688 £8.50 88" £45, Jamie Howard 01736-787538, 1! Cam

oil filter to 1954 £23 View Terrace. Pendeen, Penzance, Cornwall TR9
oil filter 1954 on £3.50 7DY.
side lamp 86/88 £25
side lampflat glass type £10 80" chassis repaired. 90% shot-blasted £75. two 86 back
trafficator switch 80 £23 bodies must he usefull for cappings etc £20 each.
swivel cone £12 Various other spares for sale eg doors, bonnets,

gearbox parts. Ivan Hadden 0115-9444837. 106bearings for cone E8 Main St, Awswnrth, Notts NG 16 2RL.
swivel housing £48
swivel housing seal £4
peial grommet and felt £5
shackle bolts 80 210699 £2.50 H OLD IN
spring bush 80 £4.50
fan belts £17.0 The Only Manufacturer of Brand New
water pumps £43
b ad ps £4 'Original Specificafton'By.Pass Oil Filtersbulkhead side lamps 80 035
junction boxes £16
rocker top gasket £6
rocker side gasket £3

Large range of spares in stock, no list, but please ring or IIOLDIN%4.
fax for prices and availability. Fast mail order Lr IlInEII,

Plus hundeds of other pars a1 with noney back guarauntee.

All prices are plus VAT and cariage. a e
All major credit cards accepted. T H E W

John Wearing
11 Ward St, Great Hardwood, Lanes BB6 7AW.

01254-386935 or 883603 (eves)
fax 01254-388955

1956 88" 2 Litre petrol, truck cab, orgnal reg, needs
bulkhead rpr or replacement totnb restoration, Fit One & Stay Original
otherwise sound. complete vehicle, much money
spent and work done. must be sold hence £695 ono. C
Easton 01298-814269, 18 Hardens Rd. T

Chapel-en-Fe-Frith, High Peak. Derbyshire SK23 ILT E RS9ST. H
Various spare parts for 86/88" models including one very

nice bulkhead with no rust damage. one rear body in For Series One -£19.95 = £2.50 UK p & p
good condition with straight floor and 0% corrosion, Discounts for quantity
86" bonnet with spare tire mount. 86" rad panel 0% 46 Shelley Rd., Bournemouth, Dorset, 8H1 4HY
corrosion. 2 sets of doors - 1st set standard. 2nd set Tel: 01202- 392409 or 390036
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Garage Clear-out 80" 1950 soft top all original, body
very square, good chassis, brakes and pipes new, new THE RARE EARLY PATTERN
springs all-round and exhaust, bulkhead very good,
soft top 2 years old, some work done on engine CANVASTILTS
bottom end, new battery, dynamo, starter repaired,
starts and runs well, painting and electrical to finish, Offer to Land Rover Series One Club Members Only
£ 1500 ono. The tilts come complete, ready to fit, in khaki canvas,

Late 2L head gasket £7, 5" Butler type headlamps £15, 86/ with cotton webbing straps which have the correct brass
88" instrument panels with gauges £20, 80" bare riveted ends, and all periodeatres. Sidepanelroling
instrument panel £4, 80" exhaust manifold r20, 8el

L pistons and conros +0W" 25 t, t straps as standard on B, C, D & H. Blue or sand canvas
good £5 each, 80" early crosshaft for bulkhead 35, and side window option is extra cost
80" back axle complete with diff and halfshafts £25, A. 80" 3 seater cab type, gauze rear windows
80/86/88" seat boxes £10 each, 86 bonnet with spare vehicles 860001 to 0615462
wheel carrier £10, 86)88" doors, tops and bottoms
£10 each, 2L cylinder head new valves £20. Also B. 80"7 seater full canvas - as above. 860001-866000
plenty of S1 gearbox parts and many more bits and C. 80" full canvas, 'boot lace' type rear fixing, pespex
pieces. Alan Drabble 01142810737.136 Upper Valley rear windows - vehicles 866001 - 06105462
Rd, Sheffield S8 9HE. D. 80" full canvas, standard pattern, perspex rear

windows, vehicles 01605463 on.
E. 80" door hand flaps (pair)
F. 80" door vertical flaps (pair)NEW 1949-1953 STEERING BOXES G. 80" full set door flaps (E. + F.)

On close examination nearly every 80in. aluminium steering H. 86" full canvas, standard pattern, perspex rear
box will be found to have cracked where the pins retain it to windows. (early 86" vehicles)
the steel down tube. Have you checked yours lately? Prices for above on request
This can lead to a total and disastrous loss of steering if it L Gostling - Land Rover Hood Specialist
fails in use. Replacement steering boxes have been
unavailable for same years, but now for the first time since 0121 - 707 4244 (Business hours only)
their original manufacture some 40 years ago. 50 new
'aluminim' steering boxes have been cast. 1955 107" 3/4 tilt with truck cab, waxoiled sound chassis,
These are to the original pattern with a small increase in the good all round condition, five good Avon Traction
diameter of the pinned area where the cracks usually appear Mileage tyres, new 3/4 tilt, 3 years ago complete
on old units. Cast in LM 24, a similar alloy to Duralumin' rewire and new battery, engine completely rebuilt
and heat treated for additional strength, they are pistons crank etc, bulkhead good condition, H4
immediately available if you wish to refurbish your headlights, MOT and taxed. £2500 ono.
own steering box. r 1955 86" 1990 complete rebuild from axles up, new

Alternatively, a part-exchange scheme bulkhead wings rewired engine gearbox rebuilt, axles
will be offered against your - rebuilt spheres, new brakes inc pipes master cylcrackel', bu omff ee olnt ywheel cyl all round, new sidelight indicators and stop'cracked', but complete, old unit, tail lights, new door and tailgate rubbers, new backwhich must be thoroughly cross-member - orig type, good hardtop all new
cleaned outside and the steel track rods put on, bronze green & cream, real
down tube be in Al 9 eye-catcher, bills to prove money spent on vehicle, 5
condition, -new tyres, list is endless hence reluctant sale. To be
Aofewtioxes, Comple sold with or without number plate, without £3500 or
A few boxes, complete . - with £5500 reg GEE 280, MOT and taxed.with down tube, may
be available for 0
'outright purchase at a WINTER TIPS
later date if all 50 do
not go immediately on OIL BATH AIR CLEANER - drain and wash out and
an exchange basis. and a refill with sae20 or even hydraulic jack oil. It really works.
sufficient number of good Old or thick oil will reduce suction and centrifugal effect
'donor' down tubes can located! and cause a richer mixture. A hot air intake will reduce carb

icing. 40 deg F when very damp is common situation for
Replacement worm & nuts may be available early in the problems.
new year too.

Up to 1954 - remove pre cleaner and connect duct to draw
These new steering boxes will not be available outside the hot air from exhaust manifold.
Series One Cub and Land-Rover Register. 1955 On - is difficult, but with long ducting run from carb
There are a lot of 80's with cracked steering boxes, so if you over exhaust and back to air cleaner, the problem is solved.
need a new steering box please get in touch immediately - If a 2" steel or even copper pipe is available, lay on exhaust
we may need your old steering box NOW - and on a first manifold and connect either end to carb and air cleaner. This
come first served basis, next week may be too late! would be ideal.

John Smith 01 732 822 236 Fit radiator muff and close up when frosty. Also, if really
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cold, consider removing fan blades; rebolt pulley, substitute The wooden boxes am quite empty and mice have been
sonic washers or nuts for fan blade thickness. found in one. They ate a cork gasket and have gone to
Fit 82 deg C thermostat An engine below its ideal hibernate elsewhere.
running temperatme of 75-80 deg C is inefficient, wears, I will also hibernate and sr out sone Spring bargains for
uses more petrol, ices up, has a useless heater and is a pig to March 97. In the meantime, please refer to previous
drive. 1 know, 1 started in 1964 and still have that 86... and LEGEND for usual sales and ring or write with your
it was colder then! And petrol was 5 gallons for £l....yes, requirements for the end of January.
and 2 quid would fill a tank. MERRY CHRISTMAS.... HAPPY NEW YEAR
1951 MANUAL has appeared from my office landing. Full
of genuine info. A green vinyl covered loose leaf Stafford Dove 01223-29046
publication No TP/138/AX superseding TPI109A and TP/
109/B. Additional sections me:

CAMPING with your LIt - why not spend a few days off
extra equipment the beaten track camping in a field with stream and pond
body(station wagon) within a short drive of the beach and Snowdonia. If
special tools interested ring 01248-853407 Garden Dines-Jones.

Please enquire for individual pages you require photocopied,

Wanted - 80" in good condition with MOT for immediate
use. Preferably with both bard and soft top& good Land Rover dynamo date stamped, body side 9.48 or
original or rebuild condition essential but mechanical earlier these have oft been rebuilt into later
originality not top priority. Alan Raebum specification units and fitted to later vehicles, a
01342-850422, High Buckhurs, Mark Beech, Kent decent amount of cash offered plus another dynamo if
TN 8 4 ih you wish. please help, it wont take long to check your

dynamos. Somebody must have one, Peter Galilee
WANTED FOR 80" Tilting rear seat frame. Bracket/ 01535-605310.hinge for dropdown tailgate. Stay-up mechanism forhinge far door on hard top. Rubber hose air filter to 2 litre engine (repairable). 1955 onwards, complete or in

hing rer dor o had tp. Rbbe hoe ~bits. Front axle for 80" (1952). Robin Brown
carburettor. Centrifugal air cleaner (pie-cleaner), 01278-683862. 6 Hillsboro. WoolavingBon. Nr
Does anybody have the old electrical demisters that 012dgewa38, omerse r TA7 SZ
used to stick on the windscreen with rubber suction Bridgewater, Somerset TA7 8EZ.
cups? Keith Holman. 0181-945-5951 (work) 0181- Still needed for 107" S/wagon, auxiliary instrument panel
440-8723 (Home) for LMH side of dash to take oil/wan gauge, good

usable S/hand fuel tank. tan Cox 01935-824973.42Ed. SCREEN DEMISTERS still available froma HOLDEN Queen St.,TintinhullYeovil. Somerset B8A22 SPQ.
VINTAGE & CLASSIC, Linton Trading Estate.
Bromyard. Herefordshire HR7 4QT. Tel: 0885 - Mig Welder. prefer turbo. Steve 01788-833643 Rugby.
488000 (Fax: 488889) Catalogue £3 contains all
the old Lucas lights, switches, etc etc, Good value. Complete 2L diesel in good order or very good shortengine. or 2 1/4 diesel in good complete nming

Set of 4 stud wheels as used on I ton 109 SI Forward order. Finally any other diesel engine considered with
Control or 130. Will accept a single wheel if that's all full adapter plate etc.r Tun Hillam 01606-452581,27
you've got. Vince Carr 01388-422067 work or Church Lane, Weaverham, Northwich, Cheshire
01325-320554 home Co Durham. CW8 3NP.

Bracket & damp for trafficator switch Pt No 240470 & Hardtop for 88". Jamie Howard 01736-787538, 11 Cam
240472, hand throttle control it no 239016, guard rail View Terrace, Pendeen, Penzance, Cornwall TRI9
for rear seats x 2 pt no 301500, pair copper water 7DY.
heater pipes pt no 264629 & 264631. Tubes for
demister, correct type not plastic, pt no 304345 & Desperate, bulkhead for 1956 36" reasonable/repairable
304346. tube between air cleaner and carl new or condition. Tony Jenkins 01283-530215 Burton-on-
mint condition s/h pt no 263149, front and rear spring Trent.
bottom plates with threaded ends for shock absorbers Hood stick set ind door frames for 1957 86". Simon
pt no 264002. 264023, 264020 and 264021. John Rudworth01535-645455WYorks.
Robinson 01253-826016. 112 Hillyliad Rd. Little
Thornton. Cleveleys. Lanes FY5 4ED.

Wanted - Series One of any type in good mechanical and
structural condition with MOT. As original as BUYING AND SELLING
possible (i.e. no Vg's etc.). Cosmetics not important - Please ensure that you have the goods to sell -or that
I can find the time to son that out, but I want a the goods you want are really available.
vehicle I can use now. Cash waiting. Contact: Robin
Lewando, Langport, Somerset. 01458 250662 if in any doubt send or buy items by c.oA.
(evenings are best). (cash on delivery) if you can't physically

Fully floating rear halfshafts for Series One, also hubs, exchange cash for goods!
fitted to late 107/109" and optional on 88". Please Remember - the Club cannot guarantee the
have a look in your 'pile' of axle bits. John Robinson era'iy or accuracy of any advertisement
01253-826016 evenings are best.
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FACTORY CONVERTED CAMPER BROCKHOUSE TRAILERS
This is a rare and definitely oddball vehicle. Richard Lines We have three more trailers to add to our listing:
mentions that he's seen factory photographs of similar back BTS 14378 R A
bodies, but never one with storage space over the cab. This

was used to store a second spare tyre and a tent. The truck BTh 5503 Alan Wheelwright
cab is lined inside and the spotlights are original - or seem BT8 13878 Alan Wheelwright

It is interesting to note that BT8 5503 is painted light blue
and that this appears to be the original colour - presumably
this would have been to some sort of special order

A good period photograph appears in the book 'The Green
Machine" of an AFS Line Laying Unit consisting of an 80"
towing a fully equipped Brockhouse trailer as well as
depicting the more usual 88" SXF registered unit of the
Field Cable Party with Brockhouse trailer. A.C.

CORNISH REBUILD
Tony Bunce writes:

Priority tasks for HNH 96 this winter are welding (sill and
door posts), seats need recovering*, and acquire a canvas
tilt* *. But the reason for my writing - a paint job is needed.
ITo Spray or not to Spray - that is the question", or whether
it is more sensible to carry out a decent hand painting job.

Having now stripped it down to the 'ally' I need advice.
to be, Presumably te fittings on the windscreen and front How about a nice article in the new year on hand painting?
wings are for rigging wires to fend off branches etc. The If no article, where can I get hold of the instructions to cany
fittings down the rear body are possibly for racks for out a good job of painting and where can I get the paint, and
jerrycans. what paint? Last but not least, has anyone got the sticks

There are two drop down tables in the back, a seat and the for a 1957 88'"? (Ed. same as the 86") I've got the one
whole thing can be converted
to beds with plates provided
and stored in the back. There
are straps in the roof. presum-
ably for hanging mattresses
from etc. All in all an interest-
ing vehicle, but it does need a
fair amount of work. It is for
sale - see page 13.

HARDENED EXHAUST
VALVES for use with
unleaded fuel. These are now
obtainable only from the Club . .
Shop to members. £32 per set
of four (only a little more than -

the cost of standard ones -
they'll pay for themselves in
about 14 tankfuis offuel!).

behind the cab but that is it.
* Ed. You'd do much worse than
contacting Julian Gostling at

--- Exmoor Trim in Minehead - the
thrid generation of the family who

Tirse= MCVCR/ have designed and made canvas
C s.pOERg 6. -rsrrs tilts for Land Rover. Julian does all

C AAVrl -t AU , ~.Solis of trim and recovering work.?" AIC r A " Thi The family were featured in the
A -W s- r' , - . November LRO Magazine. Ask

v E Of -C AAt c-n CPO,- . tMtw. him for a quote. Tel: 01643-703537
lrtopp, , st ,<- ** See the advert in the For Sale

,, A~ r S TAE **p~ See- tLA fe~ 4-
...... €,4,-c , co :g - s pages - this is Lew Gostling's work

- Julian 'sfather
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ARMOURED LAND-ROVER Travel is in his 110 County 300 Tdi with compressor driven

Bit of a foul-up on the layout fron. The Photograph on the fridge/freezer - and he can provide all the necessary camp-
previous page comes from The Trmes Review of Careers in ing equipment, possibly except sleeping bags. Group size
Industry - Summer 1955. It came from an article on the 2-4 people.
Rubber industry, the caption states: "Producing the raw There not space to go into fuller details - Grant sent lots!
material. A planter on a tour of inspection of one of the Contact him at PO Box 11545. HATFIELD, 0028. South
Dunlop Rubber Company's many plantations in Malaya". Africa. Tel (work) +27 12 342-1100 (GMT 1000-1300 his)

It is a 1950 80" which appears to be fitted with sheet metal (home) +27 12 46-3280 (GMT 1400-2200 hIs)
in a fairly crude fashion - but no doubt effective against Fax: +27 12 43-2028
small arms fire. The article was lent by a member who's
details I have mislaid. My apologies - if he would contact IMPORTANT CORRECTION
me I can then return the Newspaper which I have carefully The Editor was in error (again) in the last Legend! The
put on one side. photograph on the rear cover from the LRO Show at

Billing, was not of Hubb Houben and his son, but of Dr
MOST ORIGINAL LAND-ROVER? Daniel Ascension and his son, from Beaune in France.
Stafford Dovey sent a cutting from the Sept 19- Oct 2 My apologies, and I'm very glad to prin this corretion. I
edition of the Perth Business News (Australia. that is!) did try to find out who it was, but like me, no one I rang up
which reads: could remember. We won't make the mistake again,

Daniel!
"Rover does 37 miles per year. Something for dedicated

Rover-lovers to salivate over - an original 1955 model FEEDBACK ON ENGINE OILS
Series I Land Rover with a genuine 1.500 miles on its
odometer. Yo remember there have been various items about using

what might be described as 'old-fashioned' oil in our Land-
"'he 86 inch wheelbase Landie's original owner, a Vic- Rover engines. We've had a bit of feedback, giving details
torian farmer with a passion for motor vehicles, parked it in of what is available.
storage along with his numerous other cars and there it Century Oil produce a SAE30, which is a mineral oil
stayed until his demise, known as Supreme 30. It is sold through Mole Valley

Farmers. which is our local farmers supermarket wot sells
"Wearing its original tyres and still holding 1955 vintage everything', and they have been charging £5.20 + VAT fotr5
oil, it was recently bought from the late famner's estate by litres. However, if you ring 0800 212 542 Century Oil will
Alf Barbagallo for his private collection, tell you who your own local agent is.

"Still with a sheen to its olive-green paintwork. carrying the Alternatively contact Morris of Shrewsbury on 01743 -
unused spare tyre and with upholstery as good as the day it 232911. This is their Lubricant Sale dept. and they, like-
left Rover's factory at Solihull, UK. it is believed to be the wise will give you details of your local stockist. I've used
best-preserved Series I Land Rover in existence. their oil for some 20 years and I cannot fault it.

"Land-Rover My Love" EUROPE - CLOSER TO THE BRINK
This is an account of the travels of John House in his first Elsewhere in this Legend are details of the work being done
Land-Rover, a Series I of course, and the many incidents on our behalf by the FBHVC - the Federation of British
good. bad, hilarious and terrifying that happened to the pair Historic Vehicle Clubs. Mention was made of the possible
of them. threat from a proposed amendment to the draft Roadworthi-

ness Testing Directive (RTD).
It is intended to be a light-hearted read, and membersof
land-Rover clubs in Zimbabwe and South Africa have This proposed amendment to Section 4(3) reads: Member
thoroughly enjoyed it. states must nonetheless ensure that vehicles which do notmeet the minimum requirements relating to braking systems

It is obtainable through your local bookseller Land Rover and exhaust gases are not to be used on the road.
My Love, written by John House, published by Janus Pub. Needless to say FBHVC immediately took action and
Co.. London, ISBN 1 85756 114 7 confirmation was soon received that the Transport Commis-

sion will oppose this (and some other) amendments, and
4 x 4 ADVENTURE IN SOUTHERN AFRICA will continue todo so.
Grant Sutton is organising some safaris to some remote and In the face of such opposition, the only way the amendment
exotic game reserves and wilderness areas in Southern can become law is for a unanimous vote in Council to
Africa. These trip will be on a shared cost basis, therefore overrule the Commission, a situation which is believed to
much cheaper: hopefully more personal, but probably less be inconceivable. FBHVC are watching to ensure that the
professional, than a commercial tour. He will, after all. also inconceivable is given no hint of life.
be on holiday.

Action like this is the reason why we think it is so important
Times and distance will vary from I week to 3 weeks. Cost for the Club to belong to FBHVC - just think, an amend-
likewise: for 10 days (2,000 miles) t UK£350 per person to ment like this would stop the legal use of most vehicles
3 weeks (3.000 miles) @ ± UKf650. Obviously you will over about a dozen years old, and would kill the whole
have to get to South Africa. Johannesburd/Pretoria area. classic vehicle movement stone dead if allowed to go

through.
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LISr or NEv MEMBflERS

WE WELCOME THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS WHO HAVE JOINED OR RE-JOINED
IN THE PERIOD 15 SEPTEMBER 1996 TO 17 NOVEMBER 1996

668 MRTONY.SUMMERFIELD BINBROOK.LINCS 1816 MRPHILP1MASON SOUITHMINSTER.ESSEX
713 MR JOHN R.WES1ON BROMLEYtKENT 1817 MR BEN.SWAN CARDIGAN.DYFED
721 MRMIKEJOHNSON CHEDDAR.SOMERSET 1818 MR CHRISTOPHER.GRAIN WESIERNISLESHIGLANDS
725 MR THOMASHARVEY LEICESTERIEICS 1819 MR GETON.WILLJAMS HOLYWELJLLINTSHIRE
741 MR BRIANPRICE TROWBRIDGEWILTSHIRE 1820 MR ANDRE WSENIOR STOKENEWINOITONIONDON
835 MRDAVIDJSRICE BIRMINOHAMWESr MIDS 1821 MR KEVIN R.CHTrrENDEN TAUNTON.SOMERSEr
1192 MR ANTHONY K.CHAPMAN CHELMSFORDESSEX 1822 MR JONAThANEWHrrE TARRANT MONKIONJMORSET
1195 MR STUART.FRY LLANGADOG.CARMARTHEN 1823 MR RUJ.MARINHO CORONADO (S ROMAO) PORTUGAL
1209 MR STUARTBROCKLEBANK SCUNTHORPENCS 1824 MR JOAQUIM EBOSCH BARCELONA-SPAIN
1293 MR KEITH4PHILIPS BEXLEYHEAIUKEt 1825 MR CHARLES.MYRES NARROGIN WESTERN AUSTRALIA
1315 MR MALCOLM.TROY BURNHAM ON SEA.SOMERSET 1826 MR CHRIS.ELUOTT 8253DIESSENHOFEN.SWITZERLAND
1412 MR NICHOLASJONES GLOUCESTER 1827 MR NICLCOURTNEY POOLE DORSET
1468 MR DENNISJLAD PRESTON.LANCASHIRE 1828 MR TOBY.EMBERSON BOGNOR REGIS.WESTSUSSEX
1472 MR CHRISTOPHER.BROWNE PRESION.LANCASHIRE 1829 MR MARKPRICE BROMLEYKENT
1632 MR SIMON.RUSHWORTH KEIGHLEY WESTYORKSHIRE 1830 MR HOWARD.SEYMOUR WINCHESER.HAMPSHIRE
1636 MR JONATHANBRAY HOLMFIRTLWEST YORKSHIRE 1831 MR PAULMcEWAN BRENTWOOD.ESSEX
1637 MR WILIfAMBIRCHALL PRESTONLANCASIIRE 1832 MR WIKTORBOHDANOWICZ WATT0N-AT-SIONEJETS
1641 MR G D.OWEN ROSS-ON-WYEHEREPORDSHIRE 1833 MR BENIAMIN.ERLAND HARPENDEN.HERTS
1642 MR HOWARD JCARTER WOLVERHAMPTON.STAFFS 24 MR NICHOLASMINCHIN BATH.SOMERSET
1648 MR ALAN.COTTAGE CULLODEN MOOR.INVERNESS 91 MR JOHNEFOWLIE PEIERHEADABERDEENSHIRE
1652 MR ROBERT ASHFORD WALSALLWEST MIDLANDS 121 THE HON DAVID.CORNWALLIS LEOMINSIR.HEREFORD
1807 MR CARL VENESS FLEETHAMPSHIRE 249 MR RICHARD.SEDGOWICK SHILDON.DURHAM
1808 MR RICHARD OLLERTON BLACKPOOLLANCASHIRE 266 MR TOM.ALMOND SALE.CHESHIRE
1809 MR ROBERTKITCHEN DEREHAMNORFOLK
1810 MR PAULCHARTERS READING.BERKSHIRE
1811 MRJEREMYD.HATTON WYMONDHAMNORFOLK
1812 MRS FELICIHYGORE SUDBURY.SUFFOLK
1813 MR PETER.ALKYARD SHERBORNE D ORSET
1814 MR DAVID.PARRY TARPORLEYCHESHIRE
ISIS MRThRRYSTAINSY SOURBRIDGENWESTMIDS lk.

THREATS TO OLDER VEHICLES ovf- Fi

Many of you will know about the proposed ban PA-" WC
on( by 200 mentioned in the
last Legend), and while this is not so serious a
threat for Series Ones because it is possible to fit
hardened exhaust valves, it IS a threat to many
other classic vehicles - so we must not be
complacent. 1st - 2nd February 1997
The other threat comes from a German proposal WESTEX EXHIBITION CENTRE
for a tax on "non-cat" motors This proposal THE ROYAL BATH & WEST
DOES affect us all, particularly as it also would
hit everyone on a low budget (often living in SHOW GROUND
rural areas with no alternative means of getting
about). Shepton Mallet, Somerset
For many members their Land Rover is their only 10am - 6pm Daily
means of transport and they have no prospect of
affording a "new" vehicle, and also see no point Admission Prices
in further polluting the planet in the manufacture Adults: £6.00, Senior Citizens: £4.00
of yet another tin jelly-mould. Remembering Accompanied children under 16 free
that it is claimed that the manufacture of a vehi- Classic Car Auction - 2pm Sunday
cle causes as much pollution as it will cause in its

lifetime, and that the Land Rover is the ultimate TRADE STANDS - CLUB STANDS - HUGE AUTO JUMBLE
in re-cycling potential, it is up to you to make a Everything for the Classic Car enthusiast
fuss about these proposals. For reduced rate advance tickets

call 07000 4 ICKETS (07000 4 842 5387)
Write to Your MO. your Euro MP and to the For show or auction details
Transport Secretary Sir George Young, Depart- TEL 0117 970 1370
ment of Transport, 2 Masham Street, London Special Show Feature b the Imp Club
SWIP 3EB.
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SDV's Summer.... John Taylor came a long way with three of his Land-
Rovers. They were very smart; there was a much older one

SOY44. a 1955 86"owned by John Reeves from Taunton than rne, DCT79, who has an 80 inch wheelbase, and a
Cr, what a summer I've had! I've spent so many hours lovely shiny sage green coat. John also brought two of my
sitting in fields with all sorts of commercial vehicles, and cousins, a lovely red fire engine, HFB821, and an unusual
on one occasion I even had to pretend to be a tractor - oh left hand drive Station Wagon.
the indignity of it! One good thing, though, at a lot of I stood with the fire engine on one afternoon: he was much
shows. I hardly saw my master (he's a schoolmaster. so more friendly than the Station Wagon 420GYM who spent a
thinks he's my master too, huh!) because he seems to spend lot of time in Germany and felt that he was better than us:
a lot of time sitting in commentary boxes or whatever they HFB had worked in Bath and was one of us "Wessvinglun"
call them, talking non-stop about us, and other vehicles: hot Landies. if you see what I mean: all the same they were a
air I call it... What usually happens is that I get other nice lot.
people driving me in the parade ring and that's nice. It
makes a change from having him playing with my
cutch ....... Sometimes I am driven by ladies ...... Wow!

Where did we start the sumnner' Creech St Michael. just
down the road from home. where I met a Series One that
used to be used by the Airforce - a "Four by Two" my
master called it. We had a long chaL I felt sorry for OFO
474 really: do you know, he hasn't got a proper front axle,
just a sort of tube so he can't drive his front wheels like me.

.On one day. we had a special visit from a verv famous
Land-Rover called -Tommy- who is owned by the Chair-
man of the Series One Club. My master had told me all
about "'Tommy" so I had hoped to have a chat with him:
however I didn't get a chance as he was sitting at the end of
the line.

Taunton Agricultural Show came next. where I spent the
day with Gipsy on the Taunton Historic Vehicle Group's

He lives in Chard with a nice man called Brian Frampton stand, He's quite nice really and we had long chats in
who has some other lovely old cars. I met some of them between dozing in the hot sun: so many people came to see
later in the summer. I met an Austin Gipsy ther too, nice us! After that it was Dunster Show. and guess what -
chap, but do you know, he's got a steel body ..... "Tommy' came and sat with me! I couldn't believe my

headlamps! That was the show where I had to sit with
My master helps to organise the "Somerset Steam selly tractors because master was talking about them -
Spectacular" at Langport. We had fun there! We camped in again.
a lovely spot: part of master's job there is to organise the
military vehicles and I met a lot of them: they told me all We did a run in the ring, then I saw Master talking with Mr
sorts of stories - I don't think I can tell you any of them - it Stevens. and the next thing I knew was that "Tommy" was
makes my manifold go all hot when I think of them. but alongside: well, he was behind at first, but master moved
they were funny! me back because he knew I wanted to chat: "Tommy" is

very friendly and told me all sorts of things: do you know.
The West Somerset Railway Rally was a good show, too. I his master takes hint to church!! ['m not sure I could cope
spent my time on the Serie One Club stand there: now that with that. it's bad enough having my master preaching at
was good. We were looked after by a nice man called Chris rallies: oh. he does embarrass me at times. The next time we
Whitcombe. who drove me into the ring: his lordship was in went into the ring. 'Tonmy- came too. and nice Mrs
the talking box again.... We had one 86 inch Rover there Stevens drove me.
with a crane on the back WF0922 was his name. he lives on
the other side on Taunton. Oh yes. I nearly forgot. I met an old friend at Dunster: Bill

Bulley looked after me whan I was rer. very young just
after I was born in 1955. He came up and spoke to master.
He told master that I had been the first Rover demonstrator
that Ball's Garage in Newton Abbot ever had. Because my
number is 44. they had that for all the other cars they sold
after me: I knew that. but how could I tell him! Anyway,
Bill did. and he recognised me. and it was nice to see him
again! It was Bill who sold me to Mr Winsor, the farmer I
first worked for in Paignton..

Next we went to "Yesterday's Farming" and, yes, he was
'in the box" . as he says. again. ["See you later," he says,
"I'll be in the box".) I met a very unusual Series One there.
KTG278 is a 1950 80 inch Tickford estate owned by Julie
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Sharpies from Barrington. Master took a photograph of us Taunton Historic Vehicle Group, and sixteen of us were in
together, No - silly - me and KTG, not me and Julie! the carnival, I was the only proper vehicle (Land-Rover!!)
On September 1st I had my longest run this year. Master there, apart from some shiny young whippersnappers thatOn eptmbe Is Ihadmy ongst unthi yer. aswere actually carried round on a lorry ....... My master put
and his friend took me on the Bournemouth - Bath run. I my amber beacons on a bar on my roof so that we could
really enjoyed it. We went from Taunton to Poole onmy ame beacos oa b ar o, so thte ould

Satuday.My rives sept ehin mein wat hey allfollow his friend's Showman's Tractor down to th town forSaturday. My drivers slept behind me in what they call a the procession; she's called "Amelia" and is verv old - she
tent that night - after they had got lost looking for wasbornin 1912[!!Cor, imagine that!
something they called a "chippy" and we drove round and
round trying to find the campsite. I slept very well that She is driven by steam and goes very slowly, so she needed
night, I can tell you. The run next day was great. There me to flash my lights so that people would not run into her.
were over 200 of us, from big eight wheel lorries to little She looked super in the procession; she was pulled by
tiny vans, another of my friends, a big Pickfords Scammell, and had

all her lights working.

We saw Chris Whitcombe again, he came over and said that
we all looked nice; he's a very, very nice man ..... The
weather was awful to start with, I got so wet, but it dried up
for the procession, (Mistress wasn't very happy when it
rained because I don't have a windscreen wiper on her side.
Master says he may buy me one for Christmas; I'll believe
that when it happens. as he's just had my speedometer
repaired!) There were so many people! A lot of them didn't
think I was very old! Imagine that! Master told me it was
because my much younger cousins look a lot like me to

Not a Land-Rover, but Morris's of Shrewsbury's people who don't know about us. Aren't humans stupid!
Steam Lorry at the West Somerset Railway event. So that's it; I must have a nap now, it's been a tiring job

remembering all we did this summer. I wish master would
There were some of my relations too, The oldest was come and shut the door to my shed - there's a draught going
PJ0549; he was born in 1950 and is owned by Martin Jones. right up my bulkhead...
He had a busy day, because he was pulling one of those P.S. I nearly forgot - master told me to tell you that he also
Brockhouse trailers that we used to see when I was young. omanises the Somerset Traction Engine Club's Taunton
Martin Turner brought a Station Wagon that is the same age Road Run on New Year's Day (mistress says it's a pity he
as be. and John Knowles was driving his 107 inch 1958 doesn't organise a few things round the house....) It starts at
Station Wagon. There were also two youngsters - you know, 12.00 midday from the Market Car Park in Taunton. I was
what they call Series Twos. Graham Mears was driving his the only Series One there last year so if any of you would
1965 model which has a canvas top like mine, and Tony like to conic along, ask your owners get an entry form
Manning had his very shiny red fire engine. (SAE please) from my master: John Reeves, The Weather-
I met up again with these two, and P30549 when master vane, West Monkton, Taunton, TA28QZ.
took me to a rally at Yeovilton in September. The Bour- SENDING FILES ON DISC,
nemouth weekend really tired me out: I had to run from
Taunton to Bournemouth on Saturday. the 95 miles from Having received a few files which included a graphic
there to Bath , and back to Taunton on the Sunday. I got within the text, I was surprised to discover that they
very thirsty, but master said that 1 mustn't say anything formed files on my computer which were up to 128
about that in case mistress reads this ........ pages ling!! Please load graphics separately (eg as TIFF

files) from the text which is best saved as a textfile.
One of my last trips out was to Taunton Carnival on Octo- Alternatively, send the graphic printed out so that I can
ber 19th. My master is one of the people who started the scan it myself.
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REPLACEMENT WATER PUMPS before it is fitted to the new water pump.
Finally, the manufacturer points out that each replacement

We've received the following letter from Keith and John water pump is supplied complete with a 12 month guaran-
Wadsworth (who make those excellent replacement body tee, subject to a maximum of 30,000 miles.
panels and wings) - reprinted infull. Yours faithfully,

Dear Editor, Keith and John Wadsworth. (Wadsworth Panels).
We were concerned to read the article on problems with
replacements water pumps, which was published in News- Ed. I have checked my spare new water pump, which has
letter 84. As one of the suppliers of these units, we decided cast on the body which) bought some five years ago,
to visit the manufacturer to discuss the contents of the and hast on that i ch t bout orect.
article and we trust that you will allow us to answer some of and have found that it seems to be quite correct.
the critiscisms made. I have also checked the repair kit supplied by Keith Wads-

worth and can verify that the gasket supplied is of the
Shaft and Hearing Assembly. correct type and thickness. The bearing is a good branded
The shaft and bearing assembly used in these water pumps Japanese one. All this seems to verify what Keith and John
is manufactured by R.H.P. Ltd., who can hardly be classed Wadsworth say.
as a poor quality Far Eastern supplier. However I do know that Sue and Mike Combridge did not

The article says that this shaft is not identical to the one lightly write their article, and their research was very
originally used and that the impeller is not provided with careful indeed. Likewise Peter Galilee would not put his
tapped holes to assist in its removal for replacement of the name to anything which he was not happy about. I cer-
seal. The manufacturer points out that great advances have tainly trust what they say.
been made in the last 40 years in seal technology and that I do not think that the above or the Wadsworths are neces-
seals are now expected to last for the life of the water pump. sarily wrong, nor do I think that any of them are not telling

Gaskets. the truth.

All water pumps assembled by this manufacturer are This seems to point to two possible conclusions or
supplied with a gasket which is 0.030 inches thick. During explanations:
assembly, the pulley hub is pressed onto the spindle to a Is it possible that some of the faulty castings 'got away
position which is correct when a gasket of this thickness is a hv be assebleelsehe wth ctivsprousused. and have been assembled elsewhere with defectivelspurios

parts?

We do not understand the reports of the gaskets not match- Are castings, using the WX8J marking, being clumsily
ing either the pump or the engine. When we examined six mAre n d se mld w essgthanmgood
units from our own stock, we found no problems with any manufactured elsewhere and assembled with less than good
of them. parts?

I hope that we shall be able to publish more information
Casting Clearances and Hole Positions. about this strange case. Please write if you can shed any
The article makes reference to two holes in the pump body, light on this potentially serious problem.
which had to be drilled out. The manufacturer explained
that a batch of pumps was made approximately two years In the meantime, our recommendation would be that you

ago with slight errors in the positions of these two holes. As very carefully check any replacement Water Pumps you may
this was discovered, the problem was rectified. be keeping in reserve - to make sure that they will fit

soon a hoeffectively in an emergency. Likewise any new pump you
The authors of the article found that they had to grind away buy.
metal on the underside of the pump casting, to stop it Do note carefully the last points in the letter about fan belt
interfering with the timing chain cover. When we asked the
manufacturer about this. he took us to an original engine tension and checking the fan itseyfor fatigue.
from which the old water pump had been removed. We
fitted a new replacement pump and found that there was a 4 KLAAS MATROOS writes from The Netherlands about
to 5mm. wide gap between the pump and the timing chain Water Pumps. Engine Numbers and Engine Paint Colour.
cover. In addition, we could not find any evidence of the Dear Mr. Stevens.
anti-clotkwise displacement mentioned in the article. I have a few additions to make to some articles, featured in
The manufacturer pointed out that he has been producing the Legend over the last couple of years. It may be late for
these pumps for at least 30 years and that, in this time, has some of the items, but I have only been a member for the
produced over 2000 units. He could not be sure how many last year or so and have had the pleasure of borrowing
had been returned for replacement under guarantee but previous magazines from a friend.
estimated that the figure would be no more than half a
dozen. His experience with supplying water pumps for The first article is printed in Legend 84, page 19. water-
many other makes of classic car, including Series I Land pumps, by Mike and Sue Cambridge and Peter Galilee:
Rovers, is that most problems are caused by overtightening When I found my 107" Station Wagon it was fitted with
of the fanbelt. All pumps supplied by ourselves now include another derivative of the pumps listed, a WX81 but with a
a note concerning correct tensioning of the fanbelt. difference. It is marked WX81 as the featured pump but

the raised letters are smaller and there is the number 18339It is also very important to ensure that the fan itself is in cast underneath (or over it depending on how you look at
good condition and is not suffering from any metal fatigue, it). Also the letters "GW" are cast into the body at the
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same location as 'RJW on their pumps and the 'Made in good. These pins are of different sizes and I have seen
Englandt" on the outlet pipe is not present on my pump several hubs re-assembled i turn out and then forced
unlike on the new replacements. It also has a bearing together. This usually results in crack either in the flange or
locating bolt (pierced longitudinally) and the pumphaft is the body or both. Look closely. (Ed. there are alignment
unmarked and of original size with a "square" recessed marks on both the flange and the main body - use them.)
impeller base without threaded holes. 3. WHEEL NUTS. Always a problem with restorations -

All in all it looks very much like a RJH pump, which I also what to do about wheel nuts. My suggestion is a thorough
have, rescued from a spare 1957 2-litre engine and currently clean or abrasive blast if necessary, followed by the
being overhauled by James Bailey. Could this WX81 of "Blackfast" chemical blackening process and protective oil.
mine be a contemporary pump, fitted in the late 50s or early This gives a thin black surface finish which will not flake
60s? off the first time you put a spanner on it. Chemicals are

available from -Blackfast" of they will advise of a local
My 107 Station Wagon was built in November 1956 for contractor if you prefer. Their number is 0181 -336- 2900.
Southern Rhodesia and returned to England prior to April 4. STEERING BALL JOINTS. I note that several
1964 when it was registered as AUU26B in London. reputable dealers arc still selling incorrect track rod ends for

This brings me to the next item in Newsletter 76 page 12 Series Ones. It is important that Series One ball joints have
about engine numbers by Peter Galilee: My 107 came with a plain portion on the shank between the thread and the
a factory replacement engine and SH-gearbox, fitted in ball itself for the ends of the track rods to clamp onto. Ball
1964, probably when the vehicle came back from overseas. joints with thread all the way up are common (and cheap)

BUT the track rods can only then clamp onto the threads.
The engine is a very late 2-litre ( Series Two) with marked This leads to wear in the rods and after a while it becomes
ancillaries of the same dates (1964) part number 269217 impossible to tighten the clamp sufficiently to lock the ends
with an unmarked (never stamped) block and screwed-on into rods. This results in a dangerous situation, not to
brass plates marked K1049/00/20. indicating a new block, mention being costly and time consuming to rectify. Make
standard pistons and reground crank which was still the sure you get the CORRECT track rod ends when you buy!!
case when I took it apart. The K-series engine number in
combination with the vehicle registration indicates in my (Ed For many years the Club has recommended using
opinion that K-engines were fitted in London, as it would original equipment for such safety-related items as track
be madness to get an engine from Birmingham for a car rod ends. brake shoes. wheel cylinders. clutch plates etc. .
reconditioned in London (but I have seen more cases of 5. THINGS ELECTRICAL Winter is the time to check
madness before), your vehicle lights. Sealed beam units rarely give trouble

The funny thing when cleaning 30+ years of grease off the although it is worth checking the mountings for corrosion,
engine was that the left side was painted lime-green while and looking at the alignment of the beams. Bulb type
the right, hand side was the original grey- a case of an lights suffer from 'fade' with age. it's not a bad idea to
engine finished on a Friday aftemoon?? change the bulbs if they are more than a couple of years old

to combat 'filament droop'. Look at the reflectors too,.for
Which brings me to the last item. the military half-ton bad ones will fail the MOT and make the already dim
trailers from Newsleter 77 page 18 by John Mastrangelo: I lighting even worse, many companies now offer re-silver-
own a Mk2, chassis number SA7446 mfgd by Sankey. ing services for reflectors at reasonable rates - buy a copy of
undated and with military serial number 74BN46. slightly 'Practical Classics' and look at the adverts at the back.
modified to have an opening tailgate and strengthening bars
along its sides, but otherwise complete and running. Keeping the water out of your headlights will help as well -

and John Wearing has the appropriate seals.
I hope to have shed some light onto a few dark matters and

am always interested to find out more about the history of Dim side lights are a common problem. and usually caused
my 107 which judging by its scars and must-once-have- by corrosion of the light units. The rubbers split wittrtge,
been-fitted extras, must have had a very hard life in its early allowing water in making them difficult to remove. Clean
years. Yours sincerely. Klas Matroos, Stachouwerstraat them up and apply some form of rust preventative (i.e.
5, 9166PH Schiermonnikoog, The Netherlands. paint, oil etc) New rubber -boots" can be obtained from

Paul Beck Vintage Supplies in North Walsham, Norfolk. or
PROBLEM SOLVING HINTS from [an Cox if your light units are too far gone. then John Wearing has

complete units. (Ed. Classic Car Shows usually have
1. IS YOUR CLUTCH PEDEL SMOOTHER THAN A traders selling such units as well. It makes sense always to
BABY'S BOTTOM? have a new spare - my experience is that I need a replace-

It's a common problem with a very easy cure. Remove the ment yesterday when nowhere is open!)
pedal and turn it over. You will see a number of depressions Finally. don't forget the Vaseline when working with your
where the original 'bumps' were pressed out. Drill these electrics. It waterproofs, protects against corrosion and is
right through from the back with a 3116" drill, file off any especially good for bullet' type connectors.
remaining lumps on the upper side and fit a 3/16" dome
headed STEEL rivet in each hole. The result looks just like Ian M Cox B.ENG (Hons) AMI MECH E
a brand new pedal and will last for years. (Ed. An alternative is to look at Halogen conversions -

2. M.A.P. FREEWHEELING HUBS Beware of buying either the full sealed beam units or the replacement bulbs
secondhand units OFF the vehicle, or if you are dismantling which were advertised in Legend 82 - May 1996. However
your own. The hexagonal knob in the centre (which always - do be careful NOT to fit units which will overload your
gets really worn) is flanged inside the unit and it connects to wiring!)
the operating ring of the mechanism via two pins - so far so
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CLJBJI3 SOP
T-SHIRTS: FACSIMILE REPRODUCTION of the
YELLOW - dark green print, or GREEN/yellow print FIRST LAND ROVER BROCHURE £350
Child: 24/26/28/30/32' M4.50Adult S/M ,XL £575 REPRODUCTION BULKHEAD PLATES:
Adult S/XL £50 A. 86", 107" 1954-55 (black) sold out
Mdull XXI L6.50 B. Later 0", 86188", 107/109" radiator plate (black) £4.50

SWEAT SHIRTS C. 80" 1949 up to 16100602 (black) £5.00
Dark green with yellow print D. FourWheel Drive (red) £3.50
Old size Small (34/36) E6.00 E. 80" Yellow knob operated Freewheel lock (red) £5.00
Small (37/39) Medium (40/42) Large (43/45) F Free-Wheel Hub warning plate £4.00
X Large (45/47) E1030 G. 80" Ring-pull operated Fwheel lock (Black) £7.00H. 80" Makers plate £4.50

TIES: Green with yellow Club logo £4.75 JL Late Series One (1706 on) Bulkhead plate
(Also Series 2) £7.50

BADGES- L. 80" 1951 (16100603 on) £7.50
Cloth Club Badge - as windscreen sticker £1.50 If the plate you require needs the vehicle number stamping
Green metal lapel badge £1.50 on it - please give details with your order - the plate will be
Radiator Club badge - brass. Black OR bronze green £13.50 stamped for you at no extra charge.

(Now with integral fixing bolts)
TOOLS:

MUGS: HUB BEARING NUT SPANNER sold out
China with colour picture of Land Rover £3.75 Feeler Gauge (UK) 10 blade (1.5 -25 thou) £150
Plastic, unbreakable, in Green, Blue, Red or Black Thread File - Whitworth/BSF (Sykes Pickavant) £7.50
with yellow Club logo £1.75 Engine Valve Extractor (Sykes Pickavant) £11.00

KAMASA 42 piece socket set - Whir/AF/ruetic £42.00
CHINA PLATE 9" dia. Colour picture of 0" in Dales with

sheep and a collie. From the FR Gray tractor series of SPANNERS - no longer stocked -available only on special
plates. £15.00 order

LEATHER KEY FOBS: With Land Rover logo £1.75 ALL PRICES EXCEPT STICKERS INCLUDE U.&. POSTAGE
With Club Logo £1.75

DUE TO BANK CHARGES, PLEASE WILL OVERSEAS
STICKERS: MEMBERS SEND CHEQUES DRAWN ON BRITISH
If ordering stickers alone then add 25p postage per order BANKS, EUROCHEQUES OR POSTAL ORDERS

"LAND ROVER FIRST BECAUSE
LAND ROVER LASTS" £1.00

"TiD RATHER BE DRIVING MY LAND ROVER" £1.00 CtLJB SH-iOP INIEXW S
Series One Club -Windscreen Sticker £ 1.00
Series One Club -Doorfailgate sticker sold out Reading in the last Legend that I had a stock of MAP
'LAND ROVER' Green on yellow, Freewheel Hub brass pins was news to me - however I now

Small (5 1/2" x 3") Med. (5 3/4" x 9") £1.00 have a few sets at 75p - thanks for the surprise Andrew!
Large (12" x 6") £1.25

"THIS VEICLE CARRIES Bulkhead Plate A and Hub nut spanners out of stock for a
A FIRE EXTINGUISHER" (9" x 2") .75 short while due to heavy spending on HARDENED

"THIS VEHICLE CARRIES A FIRST AID KIT" .75 EXHAUST VALVES for use with unleaded fuel. £32 per
"I O my SERIES ONE" .75 set of four (only a little more than the cost of standard ones

LAND ROVER SPONGES in green, pinkyellow. blue .90 - they'll pay for themselves in about 14 tankfuls of fJel!).
These Exhaust Valves are only available to Club members

80" OWNER'S HANDBOOKS. at present, so make sure you quote your membership
Early 80" Owner's Handbook TP/108/A June 1948 sold out number when ordering deivey about second week of Jan.
Late 80" Owners HandbookTP/108/1 April 1950 £6.50
80" Repair Charges TP 120/A SEND ALL CLUB SHOP ORDERS TO

GRAHAM POWNEY
80" PARTS BOOK Reproduction of TP/I IIG £21.00 o RA A n Bio84Q

15 Woodcraft Road, St. Annes, Bristol, BS4 4QW.
80" WORKSHOP MANUAL Reproduction of TP/138/A Tel: 0117 -977 9841
(March 1951) £26.00

86/88/107/109" PARTS BOOK TP/155E £2 1.00 PLEASE WRITE YOUR ADDRESS ON BACK OF CHEQUE

86/88/1071109" WORKSHOP MANUAL £2&00 and make ift oat to LAND ROVER SERIES ONE CLUB

CLUB NEWSLETTER BINDERS NOW AVAILABLE.
Holds 24 issues in a dark green cordex binder with Club Please do not include Membership subscriptions -
name on the spine - just £6.50 each or £ 12 a pair. send these to the Membership Secretary!!



MALPAS YESTERYEAR RALLY SEPTEMBER 1996

Ian Morris from
Merseyside with his
1958 107 truck cab.

It had been used as a
breakdown vehicle at
some time.

*

Above and below. Roy Page's 1955 86" MAW 945, and his 1957 Allis Chalmer Roto Baler.
When Roy and Geoff Smith found the machine would work off Geoff's PTO they 'borrowed< a
straw bale, hand fed it onto the take up ramp, engaged the drive and the baler sprang into life for
the first time in more than 30 years. Roy found both his Land Rover and the baler with their
original owners! The baler makes small round bales, the fore runners of the huge ones we see in
the fields today. Photos: Sue Combridge
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